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Take the first steps to becoming an art quilter with popular teacher and best-selling author Katie

Pasquini Masopust. Starting with an inspiration image, choose fabrics to create your own artistic log

cabin quilts. Learn to navigate visual pathways and composition, applying easy techniques and

experimenting with color. Student work is showcased to prove that anyone can create an art quilt!

Design and make your masterpiece with freeform log cabin blocks using this versatile method.
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So if taking a class with Katie PM is on your bucket list and you just can't do it, jet over to your LQS

and get her latest book. As she demonstrates, a simple log cabin block can become a rich and

dynamic fiber art statement through inspired use of color, fabric choices and placement. The options

for block sizes and use of color mean you could use pretty much any fabric in your stash. Katie talks

about color, design, sorting fabrics and choosing the right fabrics for the quilts. And she knows how

to work smartÃ¢â‚¬â€¢how about using a wooden drying rack to keep fabrics sorted?

#wishwedthoughtofthat (generationqmagazine.com, 4/14/2017)Katie Pasquini Masopust is a big

name in the art-quilt world. For more than 30 years, she has produced amazing contemporary

pieces, has taught and has written many books. Here, she takes her knowledge and expertise and

shows how to transform the well-known and much-loved log cabin design into more arty versions.

The book as a short section about traditional log cabins, then taking cues from inspirational

photographs she steps through the process, from grid options and fabrics, to piecing and



appliquÃƒÂ© ideas. Her method is sure to result in something that is personal, unique and very

satisfying. (Down Under Textiles, 28)Katie Pasquini Masopust's stunning new book is packed with

inspiration and practical advice to help quilters of all abilities create unique abstract art quilts from

photographs and images, with fantastic examples to showcase each technique. (Pretty Patches,

June 2017)Katie is one of my favourite quilt authors. She has the most wonderful ideas. If you are

thinking traditional log cabin quilts, think again. This book takes you from inspiration to a modern

interpretation of log cabin quilts. Make free-form blocks from any image. Contents include history,

inspiration, grids, fabrics, cutting, construction, quilting and finishing plus a gallery. There are lots of

ideas for composition. The book has easy to follow instructions and is illustrated throughout with

fabulous images of work. A simple design idea that works and will transform your quilting. It doesn't,

however make me think of log cabin quilts, but very very artful, yes. Great designs, great use of

colour, fabric and stitch. (yarnsandfabrics.co.uk, 6/21/2017)I love making quilts..but I have never

made a Log Cabin quilt. This book talks about the history of such quilts and also teaches us how to

construct and plan a beautiful Artful Quilt.This glossy, informative and inspirational book is a joy and

Katie has been making them for over 30 years, so I guess what she doesn't know isn't that

important.Katie use of fabric is clever and she makes some amazing quilts from photographs. She

illustrates certain techniques and I learned a lot from her methods. (tracyshephard.wordpress.com,

6/12/2017)Renowned teacher and author Katie Pasquini Masopust has produced another stunning

book. Exploring the traditional Log Cabin block in a new and artful way. Katie walks the reader

through the process of creating one of these magnificent quilts. Start with an inspiration photograph,

lay a grid over it, and voilaÃ¢â‚¬â€¢Log Cabin blocks! Katie shows how to choose value and

placement to optimize the visual effect, while keeping the piecing basic. A great addition to an

experienced quilter's library, or an informational start for a burgeoning art quilter. (Quilting Arts,

August/September 2017)

Katie Pasquini Masopust&#39;s contemporary art quilts have been coveted and collected by

admirers. A Houston Quilt Festival Silver Star Award winner and prolific author, she travels the

world as a teacher and lecturer. She lives in Northern California.

I belong to Kalamazoo Log Cabin Club and we make lots of Log Cabins traditional which I don't like.

This is a fascinating book, 'Artful Log Cabin Quilts'. I have just taken Katie's Color Class which was

extremely great. She is one of the best teachers and I can't wait to get started on a quilt from this

book and have many photos to choose as I am a gardener as well as photographer, sew my clothes



so do have a limited amount of time. anna mae miller, Kalamazoo, MI

Katie has done it yet again! This latest book, "Artful Log Cabins", presents clear instructions for

beautiful log cabin art quilts. The pictures of student work are very inspiring. Love this technique.

Sorry, but I was expecting something spectacular from this author. It is the same old log cabin.

Seems she just needed to get another book out and took the easy road. If you are looking for

something unique and different, save your money on this one.

Beautiful book, interesting technique concepts for constructing Log Cabin quilts.

I have been quilting for years and it has been fun to find a new technique. The directions are clear

and concise. There are also ideas and samples to inspire your next quilt project.

Was just what I expected, lots of examples. A great idea book.

An ok book. If I would have been able to see it before buying I would not have purchased it.

Katie Masopust Artful Log Cabin Quilts book is very well written. Katie provides step by step

directions with clear photos illustrating examples of various layouts. I highly recommend this book to

any creative quilter, who enjoys a new twist on designing a quilt from your own inspiring photo.

Katie's technique is a great fabric stash buster. In addition, I also have the iQuilt DVD version and is

also an excellent companion to the book. Yet, either book or DVD is sufficient to learn the artful

method. Katie expresses her enthusiasm and relaxing approach in creating artful log cabins. Just

beware, artful log cabins is addicting!ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Å 
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